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Abstract: Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) are
both highly promising technologies for future communication. Compared with traditional single-RIS-
assisted NOMA systems, this paper considered multi-RIS-assisted NOMA uplink communication
systems and proposed a sum-rate maximization scheme. At present, most research on RIS-assisted
NOMA systems has not considered the joint optimization of users’ power, multi-RIS deployment,
and multi-RIS phase shifts. Firstly, this paper proposed a sum-rate problem with multiple variates,
which are involved in users’ power, multi-RIS deployments, and multi-RIS phase shifts. This problem
is usually very complex and non-convex, which makes it very difficult to obtain an optimal solution.
Then, the original problem was decomposed into three sub-problems through several derivations,
which are relatively simple and easy to solve. Finally, the optimal multi-RIS deployment locations
were obtained by a simulated annealing particle-swarm optimization algorithm, and a suboptimal
solution based on positive semidefinite relaxation was adopted to solve the joint optimization problem
of users’ power and multi-RIS phase shifts, respectively. The research results indicate that the sum-
rate for the considered systems with the multi-RIS optimization algorithm can be improved by about
1 bps/Hz, compared with that of non-optimization, and under the same total number of RIS reflection
units as a single-RIS scheme, the performance of the proposed scheme in this paper is superior to the
single-RIS scheme, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Keywords: reconfigurable intelligent surface; non-orthogonal multiple access; phase-shift optimization;
simulated annealing particle-swarm optimization algorithm; multi-RIS deployment optimization

1. Introduction

In the future, wireless communication systems will need to meet increasingly demand-
ing performance requirements from users, including higher speed, enhanced reliability,
and broader coverage. This poses significant challenges for the design of future wireless
communication systems. Recently, reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) have gar-
nered considerable attention from both academia and industry due to their remarkable
channel-regulation capabilities [1–3]. An RIS is a planar array composed of a large number
of low-cost passive components that can regulate the phase and amplitude of the inci-
dent signal. Therefore, an RIS can enhance signals or suppress interference. Line-of-sight
(LoS) communication can be established between base station (BS) and users by deploy-
ing RISs when the communication link between users and BS is blocked [4–6]. Due to
their potential advantages, RISs have been combined with many existing wireless systems.
For instance, in [7], an RIS is combined with an unmanned aerial vehicle network. An
RIS is combined with multiuser MIMO Systems in [8]. In [9], an RIS is combined with
device-to-device communications.
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Apart from RIS, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is a promising future wire-
less communication technology that allows multiple users to transmit on the same fre-
quency and time resources. NOMA achieves multi-user multiplexing in the power domain
at the transmitter and multi-user signal separation based on successive interference cancel-
lation (SIC) at the receiver, enabling non-orthogonal transmission among multiple users,
which greatly improves the spectral efficiency and system throughput of the communi-
cation system [10–12]. This is particularly advantageous in scenarios where the demand
for wireless connectivity is high and the spectrum is limited. Furthermore, NOMA offers
the potential to enhance the quality of service for users by providing increased data rates
and improved reliability [13]. The implementation of NOMA in wireless networks has the
potential to revolutionize the way data are transmitted and received, paving the way for
more-efficient and reliable communication systems.

The RIS-assisted NOMA(RIS–NOMA) communication systems are constructed by
combining RIS with NOMA technology, which is a very promising scheme for improving
the performance of communication systems [14–16]. To date, scholars have carried out a lot
of research on RIS–NOMA communication systems. Reference [17] designed a simple and
practical RIS–NOMA transmission scheme and studied the influence of finite-resolution
RIS beamforming on a RIS–NOMA system. References [18,19] compare the theoretical
performance of NOMA and orthogonal multiple access (OMA) in RIS-assisted downlink
communication systems, and the results show that the NOMA scheme has higher energy
efficiency than the OMA scheme in the RIS-assisted downlink communication systems.
In order to maximize the sum-rate of RIS–NOMA uplink communication systems, refer-
ence [20] proposed a suboptimal solution based on positive semidefinite relaxation (SDR),
which solved the joint optimization problem of users’ power and RIS phase shifts and
obtained a higher sum-rate. One paper [21] proposed an algorithm based on the alternat-
ing direction multiplier method of second-order cone programming for the RIS–NOMA
downlink multi-cluster communication network, which achieves higher performance gain
than the SDR algorithm. Different from the above study, ref. [22] effectively improved the
sum-rate of RIS–NOMA systems through deep-reinforcement learning technology. The
authors of references [23,24] have studied the impact of multi-RIS on the performance of
NOMA communication systems.

It is worth noting that there is not so much research on multi-RIS-assisted NOMA
communication systems and the optimization of RIS deployment is not considered in the
above research. The location of RIS deployment will significantly impact the system’s
performance. Based on the above considerations, this paper firstly proposed an optimal
multi-RIS deployment-location scheme using a simulated annealing particle-swarm opti-
mization algorithm in multi-RIS-assisted NOMA uplink systems, and then a suboptimal
solution based on positive semidefinite relaxation was adopted to solve the joint optimiza-
tion problem of users’ power and multi-RIS phase shifts, respectively, which can effectively
improve the sum-rate of the considered systems. Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a multi-RIS-assisted NOMA communication system, which considers the
deployment optimization of multi-RIS.

• This paper designs the sum-rate maximization problem of joint multi-RIS phase-
shift matrix optimization, users’ power optimization, and multi-RIS deployment
optimization, and the original problem is decomposed into three sub-problems.

• Using the proposed multi-RIS deployment optimization algorithm, the sum-rate of the
system can effectively be improved by about 1 bps/Hz. In addition, compared with a
single-RIS scheme and a time-division multiple-access (TDMA) scheme, the proposed
multi-RIS–NOMA scheme can significantly improve the sum-rate of the system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the system model;
Section 3 introduces problem formulation and describes the solving process of the formu-
lated problem; simulation and numerical results are discussed in Section 4; and Section 5
concludes the paper.
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2. System Model

Compared with the system that considered single-RIS-assisted NOMA systems in [20],
this paper proposes a multi-RIS-assisted NOMA uplink system. As shown in Figure 1, the
system consists of a single-antenna BS, N RISs equipped with M reflection units, and K
users with a single antenna. In a similar paper [25], all RISs are equipped with a controller
that can operate independently. There are assumed to be obstacles and no direct links
between users and BSs; users establish a LoS link with BSs through RISs. In order to
study the influence of RIS position on the sum-rate of the systems, it is assumed that in
a 3D-cadier coordinate system, the position coordinates of the BS, user k (k = 1, · · · , K),
and the RIS n are represented by b = (xb, yb, zb), uk = (xk, yk, zk), and rn = (xn, yn, zn),
respectively. In order to consider the performance of the location for all RISs, all RISs are
assumed to be deployed in the yellow area (O) in Figure 1. The location of RISs should
meet the following conditions:

rn ∈ O =
{
(xn, yn, zn)

∣∣xmin
n ≤ xn ≤ xmax

n ,
ymin

n ≤ yn ≤ ymax
n , zmin

n ≤ zn ≤ zmax
n
} (1)

where [xmin
n , xmax

n ], [ymin
n , ymax

n ] and [zmin
n , zmax

n ] represent the value range of the x-axis,
y-axis, and z-axis coordinates of RIS n, respectively.
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Figure 1. System model.

The distances between user k and RIS n and between RIS n and BS are denoted
dn,k = ‖uk − rn‖2 and dn = ‖rn − b‖2, respectively. The notation ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Eu-
clidean norm. Since all RISs are deployed at a position with LoS to both the BS and users,
the channels between the BS and the RIS and between the user and the RIS can be modeled
as Rice channels. Therefore, the channel hn ∈ C1×M between the RIS n and the BS and the
channel gn,k ∈ CM×1 between the user k and the RIS n can be expressed as, respectively,

hn = d−α1/2
n

(√
κ1

κ1 + 1
hLOS

n +

√
1

κ1 + 1
hNLOS

n

)
(2)

gn,k = d−α2/2
n,k

(√
κ2

κ2 + 1
gLOS

n,k +

√
1

κ2 + 1
gNLOS

n,k

)
(3)

where α1, α2 represent the corresponding path loss coefficients, κ1, κ2 represent the Rice
fading coefficients, and hLOS

n , gLOS
n,k , hNLOS

n , gNLOS
n,k represent the LoS component and the

non-line-of-sight (NLoS) component of the corresponding path, respectively. Therefore, the
received signal at the BS can be written as

y = ∑K
k=1

(
∑N

n=1 hnΦngn,k

)√
pksk + n0 (4)
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where pk represents the power and sk denotes the information symbol of user k satisfying
E{|sk|2} = 1. Φn = diag(θn,1, θn,2, · · ·, θn,M) is the phase-shift matrix of the RIS n, where
θn,m = ejϕn,m denotes the m-th element of RIS n and |θn,m| = 1, ∀n ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, N}, and
m ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, M}. n0 ∼ CN (0, σ2) represents the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
at the BS.

From Equation (4), it can be seen that the signal of user k is subject to interference from
other users. According to the principle of uplink NOMA, the BS performs continuous SIC
to alleviate this interference, and the signals of users with better channel conditions are
decoded earlier. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the user equivalent channel
gains are ordered by

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,1

∣∣∣ ≥ · · · ≥
∣∣∣∑N

n=1 hH
n Φngn,K

∣∣∣.
The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio of user k at BS after SIC can be written as

γk =

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,k

∣∣∣2 pk

∑K
i=k+1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,i

∣∣∣2 pi + σ2
(5)

where variable ∑K
i=k+1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,i

∣∣∣2 pi denotes the inter-user interference after SIC.

∑K
i=k+1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,i

∣∣∣2 pi when k = K. Then, according to Equation (5), the communica-
tion rate for user k obtained is given by

Rk = log2(1 + γk) (6)

3. Problem Formulation and Joint Optimization
3.1. Problem Formulation

This paper aims to maximize the sum-rate of RIS–NOMA by optimizing the multi-RIS
location, multi-RIS phase shift, and user power under the user quality-of-service (QoS).
Therefore, the sum-rate maximization problem of the systems can be expressed as

P(1) : max
P,Φ,r

∑K
k=1 Rk (7a)

s.t. Pk ≤ Pmax
k , ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K} (7b)

Rk ≥ Rmin
k , ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K} (7c)

|θn,m| = 1, ∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N}, m ∈ {1, · · · , M} (7d)

rn ∈ O, ∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N} (7e)

where P = [p1, p2, · · ·, pK] denotes the users’ power vector, Φ = [Φ1, · · ·, ΦN ] denotes
the phase-shift matrix of all RISs, and r = [r1, · · ·, rN ] denotes the position of all RISs.
Equation (7b) denotes the maximum transmit power of the users, Equation (7c) denotes the
QoS of the users, Equation (7d) denotes the mode of the phase-shift element of the RISs,
and Equation (7e) denotes the deployment area of the RISs. Due to the complexity of the
objective problem expression of P(1) and the high degree of coupling between multiple
variables, P(1) is non-convex, and it is difficult to obtain the optimal solution directly for
each variable. According to the results in [26], the non-convex objective problem P(1) can
be decomposed into three sub-problems for solving multi-RIS phase-shift optimization,
users’ power optimization and multi-RIS deployment optimization.

3.2. Optimization of Three Sub-Problems

Firstly, after some derivations of (7a), we can obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. The sum-rate of the RIS–NOMA can be expressed as

Rsum =
K
∑

k=1
Rk =

K
∑

k=1
log2

(
|∑N

n=1 hH
n Φngn,k|

2
pk

∑K
i=k+1|∑N

n=1 hH
n Φngn,i|

2
pi+σ2

)
= log2

(
1 + ∑K

k=1|∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,k|
2

pk
σ2

) . (8)

Proof. Please see Appendix A. �

From Equation (8), the sum-rate of the system is independent of the decoding order of

SIC, and it is only related to the variable ∑K
k=1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,k

∣∣∣2 pk. Therefore, problem P(1)
can be equivalent to the following problem, P(2):

P(2) : max
P,Φ,r

∑K
k=1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,k

∣∣∣2 pk

s.t. (7b), (7c), (7d), (7e)
(9)

Next, we decompose problem P(2) into three sub-problems, which are multi-RIS phase-
shift optimization, users’ power optimization, and multi-RIS deployment optimization,
respectively.

3.2.1. Multi-RIS Phase-Shift Optimization Based on SDR

With the determined users’ power as well as multi-RIS locations, problem P(2) con-
cerning the multi-RIS phase-shift optimization sub-problem can be written as

P(3) : max
Φ

∑K
k=1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,k

∣∣∣2 pk

s.t. (7c), (7d)
(10)

In order to solve problem P(3) more efficiently, the diagonal matrix Φn is rearranged
into the vector θn = [θn,1, θn,2, · · ·, θn,M]T ∈ CM×1 and an auxiliary variable un,k =

diag(hH
n )gn,k ∈ CM×1 is introduced, and we can obtain the following expression

∑K
k=1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,k

∣∣∣2 pk = ∑K
k=1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 θH

n un,k

∣∣∣2 pk (11)

Equation (11) remains complex and unfavorable for the solution. We introduce two
auxiliary variables w = [θT

1 , · · ·, θT
N ]

T ∈ CMtol×1 and Uk = [uT
1,k, · · ·uT

N,k]
T ∈ CMtol×1,

where Mtotal = N ×M denotes the sum of the elements of all RISs. Equation (11) can be
rewritten as

∑K
k=1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 θH

n un,k

∣∣∣2 pk = ∑K
k=1

∣∣∣wHUk

∣∣∣2 pk = ∑K
k=1 wHUkUH

k wpk (12)

Let A = ∑K
k=1 UkUH

k pk, and Problem P(3) can be rewritten as

P(4) : max
w

wHAw (13a)

s.t.

∣∣ wHUk
∣∣ 2 pk

∑K
i=k+1|wHUi|

2
pi + σ2

≥ (2Rmin
k − 1), ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K} (13b)

|wi| = 1∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N ×M} (13c)
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We now focus on solving problem P(4). Based on the nature of the matrix trace, the
following expression can be obtained

wHAw = Tr(wHAw) = Tr(AwwH) (14)

where Tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix. We define W = wwH , where W < 0 and
rank(W) = 1. Since the rank-one constraint is non-convex, we relax this constraint by
using SDR, and problem P(4) can be transformed into

P(5) : max
W

Tr(AW) (15a)

s.t. Tr(
¯
UkW) ≥ (2Rmin

k − 1)
(

∑K
i=k+1

(
Tr(

¯
UiW

)
+ σ2

))
∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K} (15b)

W < 0 (15c)

Wi,i = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N ×M} (15d)

where
¯
Ui = UiUH

i pi, Wi,i represents the i-th element of the main diagonal of the semi-
positive definite matrix W. Problem P(5) is a standard semidefinite programming problem
that can be solved using the MATLAB R2021b CVX toolbox. However, it is usually difficult
to obtain a solution that satisfies the rank-one constraint, i.e., rank(W) 6= 1. A solution that
satisfies the condition can be obtained by using Gaussian randomization for correction [27].

3.2.2. Optimization of Users’ Power

For the given multi-RIS deployment location and phase-shift matrix Φ, the sub-
problem of problem P(2) regarding the users’ power vector P can be expressed as

P(6) : max
P

∑K
k=1

∣∣∣∑N
n=1 hH

n Φngn,k

∣∣∣2 pk

s.t. Pk ≤ Pmax
k , ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K}

Tr(
¯
UkW) ≥ (2Rmin

k − 1)(∑K
q=k+1 Tr(

¯
UqW

)
+ σ2) ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K}

(16)

Problem P(6) is a linear programming problem that can be solved using the MATLAB
convex optimization tool (CVX) to obtain the optimal solution for users’ power vector P.

3.2.3. Multi-RIS Deployment Algorithm Based on SAPSO

After finishing the above two parts in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, we can obtain the following

P(7) : max
r

Rsum (17a)

s.t. rn ∈ O, ∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N} (17b)

The optimization for multi-RIS deployment location is very exhaustive, and the simu-
lated annealing particle-swarm optimization (SAPSO) algorithm has strong optimization
ability and good convergence and robustness [28–30]. Therefore, the multi-RIS deployment
locations in the paper are obtained based on the SAPSO algorithm.

In the SAPSO algorithm, each particle has two components: position xi and ve-
locity vi , which are expressed as xi = [xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,3N ] and vi = [vi,1, vi,2, · · · , vi,3N ],
respectively. The position xi and velocity vi of particle i are updated, respectively, by the
following equation

v t+1
i = ω v t

i + c1ζ1(pid − xit) + c2ζ2(gbest − x t
i) (18)
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xt+1
i = xt

i + vt+1
i (19)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , m, in which m denotes the total number of particles in the population,
t is the number of iterations, ζ1 and ζ2 are a random number of sizes between [0, 1], pid
denotes the individual optimal solution location, gbest denotes the population optimal
solution location, c1 and c2 are the learning factors, vi ∈ [vmin, vmax], and vmin and vmax
represent the minimum and maximum velocity of the particles, respectively. ω are the
inertia weighting coefficients and are updated according to the following equation

ω = ωmax − (ωmax −ωmin)t/tmax (20)

c1 = c2 = η × exp(−Tt/T0)× rand(0, 1) (21)

where tmax is the maximum number of iterations, and as the number of iterations increases,
the size of ω will decrease linearly from ωmax to ωmin. Then, rand(0,1) is a random number
between 0 and 1, cognitive coefficient η = 2, T0 is the initial temperature of simulated
annealing, and T is the temperature of simulated annealing.

Due to the difficulty in obtaining the exact expression of Rsum in problem P(7), we use
the upper bounds Cup of the sum-rate for systems as our optimization objective function val-
ues. The upper bounds Cup is obtained through the following steps: Firstly, under the con-
straint of (17b), we set the position of RIS n to rn = (xi,1+3(3n−1), xi,2+3(3n−1), xi,3+3(3n−1)),
randomly generate users’ positions in a certain area, and set the power of all users to the
maximum transmission power. Then, according to paper [8], Cup = log2(1 + λM2

total/σ2),
where λ represents the maximum eigenvalue of A. Finally, due to the influence of random
channels and the random distribution of users, Cup is the mean value obtained by q = 2000
Monte Carlo simulations. Let particle i at position xi = r = [r1, · · · , rN ] represent the
position of all RISs, and let Cup(xi) represent the upper bounds of the system for particles at
position xi. The detailed steps based on the SAPSO algorithm are described in Algorithm 1.

After obtaining the optimal deployment locations for multiple RISs through Algo-
rithm 1, problems P(5) and P(6) are solved in turn according to Equations (15) and (16).
Subsequently, the suboptimal solution for the original problem P(1) can be obtained.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm based on SAPSO to solve P(7)

Initialize: particle population number m, maximum inertia weight ωmax, minimum inertia weight ωmin,
maximum number of iterations tmax, initial annealing temperature T0, initial temperature T, cooling
coefficient a, velocity and position of all particles, Individual extreme position Pid, individual extreme Pbest

i ,
global optimum position gbest, global optimum Gbest.
Iteration:
1: while t > tmax do
2: for i = 1 : m do
3: Calculate C = Cup

(
xt

i
)
− Pbest

i ;
4: if C > 0 then
5: Set Pid = xt

i , Pbest
i = Cup

(
xt

i
)
;

6: else if exp(−C/Tt) > rand(0, 1) then
7: Set Pid = xt

i , Pbest
i = Cup

(
xt

i
)
;

8: Update c1, c2 by Equation (21);
9: end elseif
10: end if
11: if Pbest

i > Gbest then
12: Set gbest = Pid, Gbest = Pbest

i ;
13: end if
14: Update ω by Equation (20);
15: Update vt+1

i , xt+1
i by Equation (18) and Equation (19), respectively;

16: Set Tt+1 = aTt;
17: end for
18: Set t = t + 1;
19: end while
20: output: The multi-RIS deployment locations gbest
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3.3. Complexity Analysis

In this paper, the multi-RIS phase-shift matrix is solved based on SDR; its complexity
is O

(
(NM)3.5 + Imax(NM)3

)
, where Imax represents the number of iterations required

for Gaussian randomization correction [31]. Problem P(6) is solved by the CVX toolbox,
and its complexity is O(K3.5) [31]. We obtain the multi-RIS deployment locations through
Algorithm 1, with a complexity ofO

(
tmax(mQ(NM)3)

)
. In summary, the overall complex-

ity of our scheme is O
(

K3.5 + t(mQ(NM)3) + (NM)3.5 + Imax(NM)3
)

. It is important to
note that once the algorithm based on SAPSO is used to determine the optimal deployment
location for multiple RISs within a user activity area, all RIS positions become fixed. There-
fore, during subsequent system operations, the total complexity of the proposed scheme
becomes O

(
K3.5 + (NM)3.5 + Imax(NM)3

)
.

4. Simulation Result

In this section, the sum-rate of the multi-RIS-assisted uplink NOMA communication
system is simulated, and Monte Carlo simulations are performed 2000 times without any
special description. The simulation parameters of the system are set as follows: path loss
coefficient α1 = 2, α2 = 2.6, Rice fading coefficients κ1 = κ2 = 5 dB, the maximum transmit
power for all users is set to Pmax = 10 dBm, the QoS is set to Rmin

k = Rmin, and noise
variance σ2 = −60 dBm.

Firstly, we simulated the multi-RIS deployment location using Algorithm 1. The
simulation parameters for Algorithm 1 are set as follows: ωmax = 0.9, ωmin = 0.4, particle
population number m = 30, cooling coefficient a = 0.98 a = 30, initial c1 = c2 = 1.5, initial
annealing temperature T0 = 100, and maximum number of iterations tmax = 200. In order
to make a fair comparison between the single-RIS scheme and the multi-RIS scheme, we
assume that the number of total RIS reflective elements in the different schemes is Mtotal,
and that the number of reflective elements in each RIS is M = Mtotal/N. As shown in
Figure 2, the BS is deployed at (0,60,20), we assume that K users are randomly distributed
in a rectangular area of 80 × 120 m, and the heights of the users are all set to zero. RIS 1
and RIS 2 are deployed in Region 1 and Region 2, respectively. After running Algorithm 1,
we obtained the specific coordinates of RIS 1 and RIS 2 as (88,120,20) and (86,0,20). For
comparison, we considered another baseline scheme where the coordinates of RIS1 and
RIS2 are randomly generated within Region 1 and Region 2, respectively, and we named
the scheme Random.
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Figure 3 provides the convergence performance in the proposed Algorithm 1. The
other parameters of the Random scheme are the same as in Algorithm 1. In Figure 3,
we can see that the sum-rate of the system tends to be stable after nearly 40 iterations
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of Algorithm 1, which indicates that the proposed Algorithm 1 has good convergence
properties.
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Figure 4 shows the variation of the sum rate with the total RIS element Mtotal under
different schemes. In this simulation, in order to reflect the advantages of the NOMA
scheme, we compared the TDMA scheme in paper [32] with the proposed NOMA scheme.
The RIS deployment location for the single-RIS scheme (N = 1) is obtained by Algorithm 1
as (85,120,20). In Figure 4, it can be clearly seen that the sum-rate of each scheme increases
with the increase in total RIS reflection elements. The reason is that the RIS can adjust the
phase shift of the incident signal. With the increase in total RIS reflection elements, the
RIS has higher spatial degrees of freedom and can optimize the phase shift more flexibly.
In addition, the sum rate of the NOMA scheme is always better than that of the TDMA
scheme, which proves the superiority of NOMA.
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Figure 5 further shows the sum-rate versus the number of users under the different
schemes. In this simulation, we obtained the specific coordinates of RIS 3 and RIS 4 as
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(84,120,20) and (97,0,20). In Figure 5, we can see that the sum-rate of all multi-RIS schemes
increases with the increase in the number of users k. However, all the single-RIS schemes
(N = 1) show a decreasing trend when k > 4. The reason behind this phenomenon is
the “multiplicative fading” effect introduced by the RIS [33]. The multi-RIS scheme can
alleviate this effect to a certain extent. At the same time, we can observe that the sum-rate
of SAPSO–NOMA(N = 4) is about 1 bps/Hz higher than the Random–NOMA(N = 4), This
proves the effectiveness of our proposed Algorithm 1. At the same time, we can also see
that due to the limitation of the total number of RIS units M, the difference in the sum- rate
between SAPSO–NOMA (N = 2) and SAPSO–NOMA (N = 4) is not large. Therefore, only
two RIS units can be used in practical applications to reduce the complexity of the system.
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As shown in Figure 6, we further studied the impact of the QoS Rmin on the single-RIS
scheme and the proposed scheme. With the increase in QoS Rmin, the sum-rate of the
systems of the two schemes continues to decline, and the rate of decline in our scheme is
slower. It is clear that the proposed scheme is always superior to the single-RIS scheme.
Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 6, we can observe that multi-RIS-assisted NOMA scheme
has a more significant sum-rate gain when there are more users or a higher QoS. The reason
can also be explained by the “multiple fading” effect. By deploying multi-RIS, edge users
can have at least one closer RIS to serve them.
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5. Conclusions

The paper investigates sum-rate maximization in the RIS–NOMA uplink system,
which is formulated by jointly optimizing the deployment of multi-RIS, the phase shift
of multi-RIS, and users’ transmit power. We transformed the original problem into three
sub-problems and solved them accordingly using the SDR algorithm and SAPSO algorithm.
The simulation results show that the sum-rate maximization scheme of the multi-RIS-
assisted NOMA uplink system is superior to the single-RIS scheme and the TDMA scheme,
and the SAPSO algorithm can effectively improve the sum-rate of the system compared
with random deployment. In addition, we find that multi-RIS schemes can achieve more
significant sum-rate gains when there are more users or a higher QoS.

6. Future Research

According to Sections 2 and 3, it is very important to develop imperfect CSI schemes,
which can improve the robustness of the system. It is also important to study the system
performance under imperfect SIC. Moreover, our work can be easily extended to active
multi-RIS, and it can effectively overcome “multiplicative fading”.
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other users.
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